Here, we present a theoretical analysis of electron transport in polyaniline-based ͑PANi͒ nanofibers assuming a metallic state of the material. To build up this theory we treat conducting polymers as a special kind of granular metal, and we apply the quantum theory of conduction in mesoscopic systems to describe the transport between metalliclike granules. Our results show that the concept of resonance electron tunneling as the predominating mechanism providing charge transport between the grains is supported by recent experiments on the electrical characterization of single PANi nanofibers. By confronting the proposed theory with the experimental data we estimate some important parameters characterizing the electron transport in these materials. Also, we discuss the origin of rectifying features observed in current-voltage characteristics of fibers with varying cross-sectional areas. Starting from their discovery, conducting polymers have undergone intense research. These materials are significant mostly due to various possible applications in fabrication of nanodevices, for polymer-based devices should have advantages of low cost and flexible, controlled chemistry.
Starting from their discovery, conducting polymers have undergone intense research. These materials are significant mostly due to various possible applications in fabrication of nanodevices, for polymer-based devices should have advantages of low cost and flexible, controlled chemistry. 1 Also, there are some unsolved problems concerning the physical nature of charge transfer mechanisms in conducting polymers, making them interesting subjects for fundamental research. Recently, we reported fabrication of doped polyaniline-polyethylene oxides ͑PANi-PEO͒ nanofibers using the electrospinning technique. 2, 3 The details of the electrospinning setup used for the fiber fabrication are described elsewhere. 2, 4 Single-fiber electrical characterization was carried out at room temperatures ͑T ϳ 300 K͒. It was revealed in the experiments that current-voltage curves for conducting PANi fibers could be non-Ohmic. Field-effect transistor ͑FET͒ saturation behavior was observed in the device made out of two nanofibers with the diameters 300 and 120 nm, respectively, placed across two gold electrodes 2 on a doped Si/ SiO 2 wafer in a FET configuration. As well, nonlinear current-voltage curves were obtained in transport experiments on thinner nanofibers. 3 Some characteristics appeared to be asymmetric with respect to the reversal of the appliedbias voltage polarity, especially those for fibers of varying diameter. We do believe that these experimental results contain important information concerning physical mechanisms of the charge transport in conducting polymers. In the present work we concentrate on the theoretical analysis of the previous experimental results to recover this information.
Conducting chemically doped polymers are known to be very inhomogeneous. In some regions polymer chains are disordered, forming an amorphous poorly conducting substance. In other regions the polymer chains are ordered and densely packed. 5, 6 These regions behave as metalliclike grains embedded in a disordered amorphous environment. This gives grounds to apply the model of a granular metal 7 to describe such materials. The fraction of metalliclike islands in bulk polymers varies depending on the details of the synthesis process. Presumably, in actual samples the metallic grains always remain separated by poorly conducting disordered regions and do not have direct contacts. Within this model electronic states are assumed to be delocalized over the grains; therefore electrons behave as conduction electrons in conventional metals. Their motion inside the grains is diffusive with the diffusion coefficient D = Recently, Prigodin and Epstein ͑PE͒ suggested that the grain-to-grain transport mostly occurs due to the resonance tunneling of electrons. The latter is provided by intermediate states on the chains connecting the grains. 8 In the present work we further develop the PE approach to the charge transport in conducting polymers, and we show that it brings results consistent with those obtained in transport experiments on individual PANi nanofibers. 2, 3 Within this approach we immediately see a similarity in electron transport mechanisms in conductive polymers and those in molecular wires connecting metal leads. 9 In both cases the transport is mostly provided by intervening "bridges" giving rise to intermediate states for the electron tunneling. Employing the granular metal model we can treat metallic islands as "leads" connnected by single-site bridges. This simple structure of the bridges is proposed in PE theory. We also explain the issue below. A systematic theory of conductance in quantum molecular wires has been developed during the last two decades. In further analysis we employ this theory. Accordingly, we write an electric tunneling current flowing between two crystalline domains I ig in the form:
Here 
͑2͒
The dimensionless parameter characterizes how the voltage is divided between the grains, E F is the equilibrium Fermi energy of the system, and T ef f ͑E͒ is the electron transmission function. In general, the electron transmission function T ef f ͑E͒ includes a term T͑E͒ describing coherent transport by electron tunneling along with an inelastic contribution originating from motions in the medium between the grains. These motions, especially nuclear motions in the resonance chain, could cause an electronic phase breaking effect. In our case the bridge is a single electron level situated between the grains.
For the considered problem the electron transport is a combination of tunneling through two barriers ͑the first one separates the left metallic domain from the intermediate state in the middle of the resonance chain, and the second separates this state from the right grain, supposing the transport is from the left to the right͒ affected by the inelastic scattering at the bridge, as shown below. The barriers are represented by the squares, and the triangle in between imitates a scatterer coupling the bridge to a dissipative electron reservoir.
An electron could be injected into this system, and/or leave from there via four channels indicated in this schematic drawing. Incoming particle fluxes ͑J i ͒ are related to those outgoing from the system ͑J j Ј͒ by means of the transmission matrix T, 12, 13 
Off-diagonal matrix elements T ji ͑E͒ are probabilities for the electron to be transmitted from the channel i to the channel j, whereas diagonal matrix elements T ii ͑E͒ are probabilities for its reflection back to the channel i. 14 To provide charge conservation, the net particle flux in the channels connecting the system with the reservoir must be zero. So we have
͑4͒
We have no grounds to believe that there is a difference between the channels 3 and 4; therefore we assume J 3 = J 4 . Also, in the following calculations we put J 2 = 0, presuming no incoming flux in channel 2. Now, we employ Eq. ͑3͒ to express outgoing fluxes in terms of incoming ones, and we substitute the results into Eq. ͑4͒. This gives
Here,
The transmission function T ef f ͑E͒ relates the particle flux outgoing from channel 2 to that incoming to channel 1, namely,
͑7͒
So using Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑5͒ we obtain
where
The functions T͑E͒, K 1,2 ͑E͒, and R͑E͒ are expressed in terms of the matrix elements of the scattering matrix S relating the outgoing wave amplitudes
In the considered case the S matrix takes the form 14, 15 
where Z =1−␣ 2 r 1 r 2 , ␣ = ͱ 1−⑀, ␤ = ͱ ⑀, r 1,2 and t 1,2 are the amplitude transmission and reflection coefficients for the barriers ͉͑t 1,2 ͉ 2 + ͉r 1,2 ͉ 2 =1͒, and the parameter ⑀ characterizes the dephasing strength. This parameter takes values within the range ͓0, 1͔, ⑀ = 0 corresponding to the completely coherent and ⑀ = 1 to the fully incoherent transport.
When the bridge is detached from the dephasing reservoir T ef f ͑E͒ = T͑E͒. In this case we can employ a simple analytical expression for the electron transmission function [16] [17] [18] 
Self-energy terms ⌺ 1,2 appear due to the coupling of the metallic grains ͑leads͒ to the bridge, and V 1,2 are the corresponding coupling strengths. The form of these terms originates from a frequently used model where the grains are simulated with semi-infinite homogeneous chains. The parameters 1,2 represent self-energy corrections of the chains.
In further analysis we estimate ⌺ 1,2 at the energies close to the Fermi energy E F , which brings the result ⌺ 1,2 Ϸ −iV 1,2 2 / ␥ 1,2 . 13 Here, ␥ 1,2 is the coupling strength in the chains imitating the metallic grains.
The retarded Green's function for a single-site bridge could be approximated as follows:
where E 1 is the site energy. The width of the resonance level between the grains is described by the parameter ⌫ = ⌬ 1 + ⌬ 2 .
Comparing the expressions ͑8͒ and ͑11͒ in the limit ⑀ =0 we arrive at the following expressions for the tunneling parameters ␦ 1,2 ͑E͒:
͑14͒
Using this result we easily derive the general expression for the electron transmission function:
where g͑E͒ = t 1 ͑E͒t 2 ͑E͒.
In further calculations we keep in mind that the transmission coefficient for the resonance tunneling is determined with the probability of finding the resonance state. The latter is estimated as T ϳ exp͑−L / ͒ where L is the average distance between the interacting grains, and is the localization length for electrons. 8 It takes values small compared to unity but much greater than the transmission probability for sequental hoppings along the chains, T h ϳ exp͑−2L / ͒. 20 The probability for existence of a resonance state at a certain chain is rather low, so only a few out of the whole set of the chains connecting two grains are participating in the process of intergrain electron transport. Therefore one could assume that any two metallic domains are connected by a single chain providing an intermediate state for the resonance tunneling. All remaining chains can be neglected for they contribute poorly to the transport compared to the resonance chain.
Realistic PANi nanofibers prepared via electrospinning have diameters in the range ϳ20-100 nm and lengths of the order of several micrometers. This is significantly greater than typical sizes of metal-like grains and intergrain distances, which take on values ϳ5 nm. 21 So we treat a nanofiber as a set of parallel channels for the tunneling current, any channel being a sequence of metallic domains connected by resonance chains. The total current in the fiber is the sum of the contributions from all these channels. We assume these contributions to be equal. Also, the voltage W applied across the whole fiber is a sum of contributions ␦W from sequental pairs of grains along a single channel. We assume as the first approximation ␦W ϳ WL / L f where L f is the fiber length.
Since we presume the current to be conserved in any single channel, we can identify the intergrain current I ig given by Eq. ͑1͒ with the current in the channel. Using the above approximation for ␦W we express the current in the channel in terms of the net voltage W instead of ␦W.
For certain doping and crystallinity rates the number of channels is proportional to the fiber cross-sectional area. In reality, dedoping of the fibers due to the contact of their surfaces with atmospheric gases affects the number of working channels n. This occurs because the electron localization length decreases in the dedoped surface layers, bringing a crucial fall in the conduction through the channels that run there. As a result these channels become insulating. The relative number of the insulating channels is greater in thinner nanofibers; therefore their conduction ͑the latter is proportional to the number of working channels͒ is much more strongly reduced due to the dedoping processes than the conduction of thicker samples.
Conducting samples studied in the experiments of Ref. 3 included a 70-nm-diameter nanofiber ͑sample 1͒, and a pair of 18-nm-and 25-nm-diameter fibers connected in parallel ͑sample 2͒. PANi nanofibers whose diameters were smaller than 15 nm appeared to be insulating due to dedoping, as reported in Ref. 3 . Therefore we assume that outer layers whose thickness is ϳ8 nm are insulating in all fibers used in the experiments. Accepting the value 5 nm to estimate both average grain size and intergrain distance and keeping in mind the effect of dedoping, we find that the 70 nm fiber in the experiments of Ref. 3 could include about 30-40 conducting channels and we could not expect more than two working channels in the pair of fibers sample 2. This gives the ratio of conductions ϳ15-20, which is greater than the ratio of cross-sectional areas of the samples ͑A 1 / A 2 Ϸ 5͒. The difference originates from the stronger dedoping of thinner fibers.
To calculate the current in the whole nanofiber, I, we multiply the channel in a single current by the number of working channels I = nI ig . In calculations we consider ͉V 1,2 ͉ Ӷ ͉␥ 1,2 ͉ because the coupling strength of the grains to the intermediate site between is proportional to a small factor exp͑−L / ͒. As for the magnitude of the coupling strengths ␥ 1,2 , we can roughly estimate them as 1 eV. This value is typical ͑in order͒ for covalent bonds. To provide a good match of our theory with the experimental data we employ the least-squares procedure. This brings V 1,2 = 3.0 meV for the 70 nm fiber ͑sample 1͒ for n = 35, and V 1,2 = 2.4 meV ͑n =2͒ for the pair of thinner fibers ͑sample 2͒.
The value of the dephasing parameter ⑀ is determined using the interplay between the characteristics of electronphonon interaction and those of the electron coupling to the leads. When the latter is weak, as in the considered case, ⑀ should depend on the energy E, exhibiting peaks which correspond to vibrational modes in the resonance chain. This was shown in recent papers 18, 19 based on the nonequilibrium Green's function formalism. These peaks should be revealed in the transmission function T ef f ͑E͒, causing steplike features in the current-voltage characteristics. The absence of such features in the experimental curves reported in Ref. 3 gives grounds to believe that in these experiments the relevant energy range does not include phonon harmonics associated with the vibrational modes. Therefore, in our calculations we treat ⑀ as a constant. At a distance from the peaks, the value of ⑀ is mostly determined by the strength of stochastic motions in the resonance chain, so this value depends on temperature. Based on the results of some earlier works ͑see, e.g., Ref. 13͒ concerning electron transport through molecular bridges at room temperature, we assume ⑀ = 0.05 in our calculations.
Our results are shown in Fig. 1 . The curves S1 and S2 present current-voltage characteristics for the thick 70 nm nanofiber ͑S1͒, and the pair of thin fibers connected in parallel ͑S2͒. In plotting the strongly asymmetric curve S3 we put n = 1, and we obtained V 1,2 = 3.2 meV. The division parameter value is taken as 0.35 for the curve S1. This value is chosen to reproduce the slight asymmetry of the corresponding experimental curve. On the contrary, to plot the curve S3
we assume = 0.02 which represents a very asymmetric voltage division along the resonance chain. The asymmetric curve S3 looks like the experimental volt-ampere characteristic reported in Ref. 3 for the fiber whose diameter was sharply changing from 70 to 20 nm near the middle. The latter did show asymmetric strongly rectifying volt-ampere curves. We conjecture that sudden change in the fiber diameter produces significant changes in the voltage distribution along that segment of the fiber where its diameter changes, affecting the voltage division between the adjacent metallic grains located there, so that the major part of the voltage fits the thinner segment. Assuming for simplicity that the change in the fiber diameter happens along the segment whose length has the same order as the intergrain distances, we can roughly estimate the voltage division comparing cross-sectional areas of the segments. For the fibers used in the experiments of Ref. 3 this ratio is 12.5. Recalling the effects of dedoping on both segments we estimate that voltage division between the segments could be ϳ25: 1 which gives for the division parameter at the interface separating the segments the estimation ϳ 0.04. This is reasonably close to the value = 0.02 used in plotting the curve S3.
The presented theoretical volt-ampere characteristics reasonably match the curves obtained in the experiments. This justifies the accepted concept of the electron transport in the polymeric granular metals. Also, based on our results we can estimate values of the coupling strengths V 1,2 . We conclude that the coupling strength of metallic domains to the intermediate state in PANi fibers can be estimated as 2.0-3.5 meV.
Finally, in this paper we apply the theory of electron transport through molecular wires to analyze the transport characteristics obtained in experiments on PANi nanofibers. The demonstrated agreement between the presented theoretical results and experimental evidence proves that electron tunneling between metalliclike grains through intermediate states at the resonance chains really plays a significant part in the transport in conducting polymers provided that they are in the metallic state. This result helps to achieve better understanding of the physics of the metallic state of conducting polymers. Further and more thorough analysis based on the concepts used here promises to bring more information concerning the physical mechanisms and characterictics of transport processes in these substances.
